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trusted and reliable data resources. Whether you are in a customer-
facing role, a technical role or in our leadership team - we 
understand the importance of strong and insightful data in helping 
you do your job best. Our company data is vast and complex and In 
the past, we recognize that acquiring data has at times been a 
"black box" for many teams across PartnerStack.

With this in mind, we created a new and improved Data intake 
process to outline clear expectations and ways of working when 
interacting with the Data Ops team. This process aims to give 
teams and individuals across PartnerStack increased clarity in  1) 
how to structure a data request and 2) when to expect a response 
from our team.

The software we are using, Secoda, stands for Searchable 
Company Data. The idea is to build a searchable repertoire of data-
related questions, answers, data dictionaries, and metadata to help 
users navigate everything related to PartnerStack data in a 
smoother and more self-serve fashion in the future, kind of like an 
internal version of Stack Overflow. This software is directly 
integrated with everyone's Slack for ease of use.

All data request inbounds (whether short-term ad-hoc requests or 
long-term project-related requests) must be submitted via the 
Secoda intake process going forward - any request via slack or 
other mediums must be redirected and submitted via Secoda 
before being actioned by our team. This is to ensure we can 
appropriately prioritize and Queue all projects we are tasked with. 

https://stackoverflow.com/
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Our team will be reviewing and actioning inbounds daily as they 
come in.

⚙ Our Service Commitment
Following the submission of your Data Request, you can expect the following:

1. Expected First Response

Expect an initial response within 1 full business day following receipt of your 
submission

2. Our First Response will contain the following:

the Expected Timeline (how long it will take us to complete this request)

Smaller Ad Hoc requests will typically take 3-5 Business Days, depending 
on our existing queue

Larger Data Projects / Workstreams will be individually scoped with the 
submitter

Priority (where it fits within our queue)

Priority will be Dependent on the importance, the urgency of the request 
and data team bandwidth. Our team is lean and mean, so for requests on 
the horizon - aim to submit them sooner rather than later.

3. Completing the Request

Users will be notified when their request is being worked on

Users will be notified when their request is complete

📥 How to Submit a Data Request to our 
Team

⚡ Step 1: Click the lightning bolt in the corner of your Slack message box
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⚡ Step 2: Click Ask a Question with Secoda

Search "Secoda" in the search box for faster results

⚡ Step 3: Complete the Secoda Intake Form
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Tips for Filling out the Secoda Intake Form

📔 Title: Summary of question

Be specific, and imagine you are asking a question to another person - longer and 
more descriptive is better

📔 Description: Details about your question

Include ALL the information someone would need to answer your question

If this is for a report, please include the following:

Exact column headers being requested (where known/possible)

Live dash or CSV pull?

Please include why you need this request to be completed and/or any other context 
helpful for us to complete the request
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📔 Priority: Select a Priority

Things to consider - urgency, importance, how big is the ask, etc... 

Note: that, priority is subject to change, depending on our interpretation of the task. 
All data requests are considered important.

Some tips for assessing the priority of the ask when submitting.

High - Next Day (Need to have now) or a "business-critical" data ask

Medium - Next Week (Need to have soon) or important - but not "business-
critical"

Low - Nice to Have (not on a tight timeline)

👍 Wrapping Up
Thank you for your ongoing partnership with our team - we look forward to better 
serving your data needs in the future!


